Proto Electronics Ltd
Cricket & Multisport Scoreboard
The Scoreboard
The Proto Electronics Cricket & Multisport Scoreboard includes a wired LCD cricket/multisport
(Netball only) Game Controller and a 192x144 pixel scoreboard.

The scoreboard will operate in either Multisport or cricket mode. If either game has started
play, the scoreboard is locked in the selected sport until the board has been reset via the
Game Controller.
Changing Sports
To switch from Multisport to Cricket, or Cricket to Multisport, perform a board reset by pushing
the Game Controller RESET key 3 times (Note: Multisport clock must be stopped for a reset to
occur). Use the ‘UP’ and ‘DN keys to highlight the desired game on the Console display, then
press the ‘EDIT’ key to select.

Netball
The Game Controller is used to control the scoreboard during the game, starting and stopping
the clock and modifying the displayed score. The Controller is also used to configure the
scoreboard parameters that are specific to the rules of the game to be played. A description of
the keys specific to Netball is given below:
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Keys
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Team A score up/down
Team B score up/down
Game Clock start/stop
Edit
Next Period
Reset Game
Alphanumeric keypad
Media/Clock

Playing Netball
The Scoreboard will initialise showing the starting game clock time for the first period. Press
the CLK key to start and stop the clock. The clock will count until it reaches the end of the first
period.
Use the NEXT PERIOD key to manually advance to the next period (see below for configurable
timer modes).
Use the Team A Score keys to increment/decrement the displayed score for Team A and the
Team B Score keys to increment/decrement the displayed score for Team B.
The direction of the possession arrow will automatically alternate after any team scores, but
can also be manually altered during a game by pressing the (-) key.
Adjusting Multisport Clock During a Game – ‘MODIFY MODE’
Once a game has started, it may be necessary to make game clock adjustments during game
play. This is only possible when the clock is stopped.
To modify the clock, press EDIT when the clock is stopped. The clock display will start flashing.
The number can be modified using the scoring up/down keys. Once the new game time has
been set, press edit again to return to normal game operation. The clock will need to be
manually restarted using the CLK key.
Time of Day Clock and Media display
A ‘time of day’ clock can be displayed by pressing the MEDIA/CLOCK key once. A further press
of the MEDIA/CLOCK key will display the contents of the Media card on the screen. Pressing
the MEDIA/CLOCK key again will return the display to the game scoreboard.

Editing Multisport Game Times – ‘EDIT MODE’
It is possible to configure the period & interval times for all Multisport periods.
To enter edit mode, set the scoreboard to Multisport by performing the reset sequence as
described in ‘Changing Sports’ section of this document. Press the EDIT key on the Console.
Note: It is only possible to enter configure mode if EDIT is the first key press after a reset,
otherwise ‘modify’ mode is entered.
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Team A and Team B names can be chosen from one of the 0 - 99 internally preconfigured
names. Use the Team A/B score UP/DOWN arrows on the Game Remote to select the team
names for each side.
Press EDIT again to select the required game configuration eg, Netball 1, Netball 2 etc.
Note: Game configurations select a preconfigured game with defined period times and
intervals. These values may be viewed and amended through repeated use of the EDIT key
(see below).
A further press of EDIT allows the scoreboard brightness to be adjusted. Use the Team A/B
score UP/DOWN keys to make adjustments (Team A keys amend by 10% each press while
Team B keys amend by 1% each press).
Pressing EDIT again will allow the choice of displaying the ‘time of day’ clock in 12 or 24 hour
mode. Again, use the Team A/B score UP/DOWN keys to select the preferred option.
Press EDIT again to set the ‘time of day’ clock. Use the Team A score UP/DOWN keys to adjust
the hours and the Team B score UP/DOWN keys to adjust the minutes.
A further press of EDIT brings you to the start of the game configuration information, where
the number of periods, the timer mode for each period, the period text, the start and stop
times for each period and the horn duration for each period can be configured. Each of these
parameters are reached by repeatedly pressing the EDIT key and adjusted through use of the
Team A and Team B score UP/DOWN keys.
The different timer modes provide the following:
TIMER AUTO STOP: Stops the timer at the end of the period.
TIMER RUN-ON: If counting down, stops the timer at a count of zero. If counting up, allows the
clock to keep counting until manually stopped.
AUTO PERIOD: Stops the timer at the end of the period, advances to the next period and sets
the timer to the start of the new period.
TIMER CONTINUOUS: Stops the timer at the end of the period, advances to the next period,
sets the timer to the start of the new period and automatically starts the timer again.
After configuring all of the period settings, the next press of EDIT allows the editing of the
team names held in the scoreboard memory. To edit a team name, enter a number between 0
and 99 using the alphanumeric keypad - the Team Name at that location in memory will be
displayed. To modify the name, press the yellow NEXT PERIOD key, then use the (–) key to
remove as many characters as required. Use the alphanumeric keys to enter the new text.
When the name is complete, if further editing is required, use the Team Score Up/Down keys
to automatically move to the next/previous Team Name in the list, or if a particular location is
required, press any Team A/B Score key and type in the number of the new location. Repeat
this process until all Team Names have been entered.

For all operations within the EDIT menu, press the ENTER key to save any amended
parameters and return to scoreboard mode, or press RESET to return without saving any
changes.
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CRICKET
The cricket controller incorporates an LCD to provide the umpire with complete game score
status without the need to view the scoreboard. The controller includes score-specific keys that
automate the scoreboard game play, automating the total score, ball count, over count, and
innings via a simple and easy to use interface.

Using the Cricket Controller
Set the scoreboard to Cricket by performing the reset sequence as described in ‘Changing
Sports’ section of this document.
Once the game is underway the keys to the left of the LCD are automatic scoring keys these
should be pushed first in the scoring sequence, followed by the ENTER / NEXT BALL key. This
will add or subtract scores to the board, and advance to the next ball or even add an extra
ball, all depending on the scoring rule associated with each key. (Note: scoring rules are
configurable; this is described later in this document)
It is possible to manually score by just using the keys beneath the LCD, simply key in the
score value and press either ENTER /NEXT BALL or just ENTER. The ENTER key does not
advance the ball play. If an incorrect value is entered in the ‘ENTER POINTS’ window the
CLEAR ENTRY key can be used to remedy the error.
It is possible to add or subtract points to the current over partnership by pressing the green UP
or DOWN keys at any time.
An extra ball can be added to the over by pressing EXTRA BALL, entering a score value then
pressing ENTER / NEXT BALL Key.
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The POWER PLAY key can evoke power scoring. Pressing EDIT / POWER PLAY on the first ball
of an over will double the score for the BAT or the BOWL for each automated score key
pressed. Power play is automatically cleared at the end of the over.
The game clock can be started/stopped by using the CLK key. If the game clock is not
required, pressing NEXT PERIOD will blank the clock display.
A ‘time of day’ clock can be displayed in place of the game clock by pressing the MEDIA/CLOCK
key once. A further press of the MEDIA/CLOCK key will display the contents of the Media card
on the screen. Pressing the MEDIA/CLOCK key again will return the display to the Cricket
scoreboard.
Images
A USB stick can be used to hold bitmap images for displaying on the screen. Up to ten images
may be selected, and must have file names of ‘image1.bmp’ to ‘image10.bmp’. Alphanumeric
keys 0 to 9 are mapped to image1 to image10 respectively and the image can be invoked by
pressing the PLAY key on the console followed by one of alphanumeric keys 0 to 9. Press PLAY
again to return to the cricket scoreboard.
The nominal size of the file should be 60 pixels wide by 90 pixels high, but any file up to 192
pixels wide by 144 pixels high can be accommodated.
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Cricket Controller Edit Mode
To enter edit mode the controller must be reset by pressing the reset key 3 times. Select
Cricket and press EDIT to start the game. When the game screen appears, press the EDIT key
again and a menu will appear as shown below:

Note: EDIT must be the first key pressed after resetting the controller.
Navigate the menu by using the green UP/DN keys, the yellow EDIT key (to select) and either
of the ENTER keys (to return).
Editing Game Parameters
To modify the game ball parameters highlight ‘Edit Game Details’ and press the yellow EDIT
key. The following screen is displayed:

The following Options are available:
Balls per over: 6, 7, or 8
Overs Per Skin: 1 to 9
Skins per inning: 4 or 5
Manual or Automatic Scoring: If set to manual, the score keys to the left of the LCD do not add
any scoring to the scoreboard.
Press the ENTER key to save any amended parameters and return to the menu.
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Editing Game Scores
To modify the behaviour of the automatic game score keys, highlight ‘Edit Game Scores on the
‘main menu’ and press the yellow EDIT key. The following screen is displayed:

To preview the current settings for each score key, highlight “WIDE Selected” and press the
yellow EDIT key. Pressing EDIT again and again will display every score key configuration.
To modify the score key behaviour, select the configuration item and press EDIT.
Below is a description of the editable Items:
Score Value: The plus or minus score value to be added to the current ball score when this
score key is pressed
Can have extras / Can’t have extras: Pressing this score key will generate an extra ball, or
not.
Is a wicket / isn’t a wicket: If the ball is a wicket the scoreboard will advance onto the next
new ball automatically.
No Power Points / Add Power Bat Points / Remove Power Bowl Points: If power is enabled the
score value will be doubled.
Press the ENTER key to save any amended parameters and return to the menu.
Selecting and Editing Team Names

Select Team Names - Team A and Team B names can be chosen from one of the 0 - 99
internally preconfigured names. Use the Team A/B score UP/DOWN arrows on the Game
Remote to select the team names for each side.
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Press the ENTER key to save any amended parameters and return to the menu.
Edit Team Names - To edit a team name, enter a number between 0 and 99 using the
alphanumeric keypad - the Team Name at that location in memory will be displayed.
To modify the name, press the yellow NEXT PERIOD key, then use the (–) key to remove as
many characters as required. Use the alphanumeric keys to enter the new text. When the
name is complete, if further editing is required, use the Team Score Up/Down keys to
automatically move to the next/previous Team Name in the list, or if a particular location is
required, press any Team A/B Score key and type in the number of the new location. Repeat
this process until all Team Names have been entered.
Press the ENTER key to save any amended parameters and return to the menu.
Selecting and Editing Time Of Day Clock

12/24 hour selection – the ‘time of day’ clock can be displayed in either 12 or 24 hour mode.
Use the Team A/B score UP/DOWN keys to select the preferred option.
Setting the time - to set the ‘time of day’ clock, use the Team A score UP/DOWN keys to adjust
the hours and the Team B score UP/DOWN keys to adjust the minutes.
Press the ENTER key to save any amended parameters and return to the menu.
Adjusting the Scoreboard brightness
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Use the Team A/B score UP/DOWN keys to make brightness adjustments (Team A keys amend
by 10% each press while Team B keys amend by 1% each press).
Press the ENTER key to save any amended parameters and return to the menu.
Scoreboard Diagnostics Menu

Screen pixel test – cycles the LCD screen display between all black and all white.
Key test – displays on the console screen the function of each key pressed.
Board test – Displays the cricket scoreboard with time varying displays.
Press the ENTER key to return to the menu.
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Configuring the enhanced Media Engine
The Enhanced Media Cards fitted to the scoreboard are of type ‘I5/I5 Enhanced’.
To configure these cards, please download LEDVISION software from
http://www.lednets.com/en/DownList.asp.
The following instructions refer to version 4.20 of the LEDVISION software, the latest version
at time of printing.

To configure the media card follow the following steps:
1. Connect the upper ‘I5/I5 Advanced’ media card directly to the laptop Ethernet port (Do not
use Ethernet hub or router as software needs a direct connection)
2. Go to Control->Screen Control
3. Ensure Use Net Card is ticked and click Detect key
4. A small image should appear in the top of the screen similar to that below

Image here should
match what
appears on
scoreboard

5. Make the screen resolution match the scoreboard then press Apply.
For the Cricket/Multisport 192x144 pixel screen, these settings are as follows;
Count = 1, X = 0, Y =0. Width = 192, Height = 144.
6. Close the screen management dialogue box to return to the Main screen.
7. Right click LED1 and select Normal Page from the page Properties, select Background
picture->Please choose a background picture. Locate the image, logo etc on your computer
and select it.
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8. The image should now appear on the scoreboard, if the image is cropped ensure the
resolution is set correctly (see steps 2-5). If the image is blurred, try and find an image that
has the same aspect ratio as the screen and the same resolution.
9. The time for the image to be displayed can be entered into the Play Duration box.
10. Keep adding images and times by repeating steps 7- 9, once all images are entered press
the blue Play key on the tool bar to preview the slideshow.
10. Once happy with the images and timing, press the red Record key, the slideshow is now
loaded into the card and will appear any time the Media clock button is pressed.

Please note that this is third-party software, and is not maintained by Proto Electronics. Staff
at Proto Electronics have some experience with using the software, but are not responsible for
its maintenance. If you have any queries regarding the set-up of the software you are
welcome to contact Proto Electronics for advice, but Proto are not responsible for any
compatibility issues that may occur during its use.

Scoreboard Maintenance
Clean scoreboard with a soft cloth and water/detergent.

Contact Details
Proto Electronics
382 Montreal Street
PO Box 7577
Christchurch 8013
P: (03) 365 3366
E: enquiries@proto.co.nz
W: www.proto.co.nz
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